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__________________________________________________________________ 

2.1. Introduction 

__________________________________________________________________ 

Language is meant for global development of human being. Language is not 

only an essential element in the culture of a society but it is also an essential basis 

for maintaining and building it up. It is necessary for a teacher to realise the 

importance of the language. In classical languages, tone, pitch and accent etc are 

also important. The tendency of all modern living languages is to make the 
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pronunciation easy. Language and life are interrelated but the language always 

follows life. Everywhere in all circumstances and in every sphere of life man uses 

language to express himself. In this unit we will be discussing about place of 

English language in multilingual country like India and also the aims and 

objectives of teaching English. 

__________________________________________________________________ 

2.2. Objectives  

__________________________________________________________________ 

After going through this unit the student will: 

• develop an understanding of multilingualism. 

• understand place of English in India. 

• know about aims and objectives of teaching English. 

__________________________________________________________________ 

2.3. Place of English in Indian multi-lingual Society 

__________________________________________________________________ 

Many languages represent the rich cultural heritage of the country. 

Multilingualism in India is not the result of colonial impact; it is inherent in its 

cultural being. Recognizing and respecting the difference is the fulcrum on which 

multilingual, multiethnic and multicultural superstructure stands. Multilingualism 

is constitutive of Indian identity. Even the so-called ‘monolingual’ in a remote 

village often possesses a verbal repertoire that equips her to function adequately 

over a large number of communicative encounters. Indeed, the multiplicity of 

Indian voices interacts with each other in the Indian linguistic and sociolinguistic 

matrix, which is built on a variety of shared linguistic and sociolinguistic features. 

The aim of English teaching is the creation of multilingual that can enrich all our 

languages; this has been an abiding national vision.  
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The diversity of Indian languages posed the problem of finding a common 

medium of communication between different language communities. This 

inhibited the communication of new ideas and techniques from one institution to 

another, particularly to the rural masses. Written communication could not be 

thought of as only a small group constituted the literacy percentage and there was 

every chance of misinterpretation. Thus arguments and counter arguments ran high 

in favour of the use of the vernaculars as the medium of instruction. 

The facts about India being a multilingual country are well known. 

According to National Focus group on Teaching of English Language (2006 ) by 

NCERT, 1971 Census, which can legitimately be considered most authentic, 

recorded a total of 1,652 languages belonging to five different language families in 

this country. Over 87 languages are used in the print media, 71 languages are used 

on the radio, and the administration of the country is conducted in 13 different 

languages. In spite of this enormous diversity, several linguistic and cultural 

elements bind India into one linguistic and sociolinguistic area. Indeed, very often 

genetically unrelated and geographically separated languages share a common 

grammar of culture articulated through language. Therefore educational system in 

India should make every conceivable effort to sustain multilingualism (see 

Crawhall 1992; Heugh et al. 1995 among others) rather than suppress it.  

Multilingual education is neither tribal education, minority education nor 

education for rural poor. In a multilingual pluricultural country multilingual 

education should be the main stream education. The societies in India are 

multilingual and English can play an important role in communication. The 

following are the possible reasons for the study of English in India. 

• English will continue to be the language of all important trade and 

industry in the country for many years to come. 
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• Knowledge of English is imperative to access modern scientific and 

technological knowledge.  

• Knowledge of English is necessary today, if only to discard English at 

later stage. Translation alone can enrich the literature in our language in 

every way. 

• There is a need to interpret India’s thought and culture abroad.  

If we think of the place of English in the multilingual country like India we 

can say that: English claims to be the first rate international language. It can even 

be called a universal language. Hence its knowledge promotes international 

understanding by extending the radius of person’s horizon; it overcomes his 

prejudices, intolerance and narrow-mindedness. Thus it is very helpful in fostering 

true internationalism and Co-operation among the nations of the world. 

English is also known as a link language in India. It is the only language 

which is easily and usually understood by the educated people all over the world. 

In the absence of English the persons of one state will not be able to communicate 

with the persons of another state. They cannot share the thoughts of each other. 

English is thus a unifying factor and helps in National Integration. 

The study of English enables a person to compare and contrast the good 

and bad things of his country with those of other nations by doing so he trains his 

analytical and reflective faculties. 

 English is a direct medium of acquiring knowledge of modern arts, 

science, humanities, technology and doctors, engineers and educationists, 

businessman, and research workers. They enrich their knowledge and experience 

by reading of English books and Journals. 
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Study of English as a modern foreign language has tremendous vocational 

importance for us. It offers opportunities for many and varied vocations, like 

diplomatic and foreign services, business, commerce; medicine teaching law etc. 

English widens one’s cultural and intellectual horizon. It develops 

scientific, technical and commercial relations with other countries. It imparts 

knowledge of foreign nations and culture. 

English is a good source of recreational and useful employments of 

leisure. Persons knowing English can enjoy the best stories, drama, novel etc. 

English is also described as a pipe-line for the stream of knowledge in all 

branches of learning. In this way English in the only language which prevents our 

isolation from the world. English language is also known as library language 

because it is said that English is the key to the store house of knowledge.  

The need for English language in the curriculum has been stressed upon time 

and again and the fact that the study of English has been and will be there for long 

time. Political leaders, philosophers and thinkers have expressed their desire for 

retention of English in the curriculum. Nehru wanted English because he 

recognized that the technological society would need both common medium of 

communication and immediate access to the international literature of science. 

Check Your Progress 1 

 

Note: a) Fill in your answers in the space given below.  

b) Compare your answers with those given at the end of the unit.  

1. English language is  ________________ to the world.  

2. Multilingualism is constitutive of______________. 
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__________________________________________________________________ 

2.4. Aims and Objectives of teaching English 

__________________________________________________________________ 

English is taught as a compulsory subject in most of the states of our 

country. The knowledge of English has become essential today for establishing 

intellectual, cultural, economic, commercial and political relations with the rest of 

the world. English has today become one of the major languages of the world and 

also occupies an important place in educational system of our country. The 

University Education Commission had felt - “It is a language which is rich in 

literature.” 

The goals for a language curriculum are twofold: attainment of a basic proficiency, 

such as is acquired in natural language learning, and the development of language 

into an instrument 

for abstract thought and knowledge acquisition through, for example, literacy. This 

argues for an 

across-the-curriculum approach that breaks down the barriers between English and 

other subjects, and other Indian languages. At the initial stages, English may be 

one of the languages for learning activities that create the child’s awareness of the 

world; at later stages, all learning happens through language. Higher-order 

linguistic skills generalize across languages; reading, for example, is a transferable 

skill. Improving it in one language improves it in others, while mother-tongue 

reading failure adversely affects second-language reading. English does not stand 

alone. The aim of English teaching is the creation of multilinguals who can enrich 

all our languages; this has been an abiding national vision. 
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__________________________________________________________________ 

2.4.1 Aims of teaching English 

__________________________________________________________________ 

The major aims of teaching English are: 

• to train pupils to listen accurately so that they can understand English when 

it is spoken as second language in their own country and as an international 

language when they listen to people of other lands; Listening to and 

understanding age appropriate material, Conversing on age-appropriate 

topics, Control over receptive vocabulary, Control over expressive 

vocabulary. 

• to train  pupils to read with understanding, in the first place for information 

and to meet his needs in his future employment as a citizen of the world. 

Some of the sub skills of reading are a) reading aloud/decoding as children 

become more proficient in decoding, they read faster (words per minute)with 

fewer mistakes. There may be children who progress from the mere spelling 

out of the letters of a word, to spelling and sounding out the word, using 

spelling out as a “word attack” skill for new words. b) Scanning a text (such 

as a list, a telephone directory, an advertisement) for information c) Reading 

for given information (factual comprehension) d) Reading for inference) 

Extended reading; Reading age-appropriate material 

• to train pupils to write correctly, with confidence and without error as 

correct forms have been made quite habitual. Writing on age-appropriate 

topics. 
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______________________________________________________ 

 2.4.2. Objectives of teaching English at Primary level 

__________________________________________________________________ 

  English is to be taught in schools primarily as language of comprehension. The 

objectives of teaching English at primary level is to enable pupils to: 

1. understand simple statements and utterances in English. 

2. understand questions asked and short talks or passages read out to the 

learner, ofcourse within their experiences. 

3. ask simple questions and answer them orally relating to their experience or 

on what he has read. 

4. read with fluency and understand simple passages within a vocabulary and 

structural range of the syllabus. 

5. express himself in writing with reasonable accuracy within the linguistic 

range of the syllabus on subjects within their experiences. 

To achieve these objectives mentioned above, it is estimated that the pupil 

should at the of primary level should acquire the ability to use 150 to 200 

basic language items and one thousand two hundred and fifty vocabulary 

items with a fair degree of accuracy. 

 

    

__________________________________________________________________ 

 2.4.3. Objectives of teaching English at Secondary level 

__________________________________________________________________ 

             The objectives of teaching English in India should not be to produce 

bookworms or linguistic robots. What is important is to motivate the students by 
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creating awareness around them regarding importance of English. The objectives 

of teaching English at secondary level is to enable pupils: 

1. to speak English correctly and fluently. 

2. to read English with comprehension and at a reasonable speed so as to use 

it as a library language for gathering information and for enjoying reading. 

3. understand a prescribed passage read out for the pupils from the prescribed 

materials or talk at the same linguistic level on a topic on general interest 

within his experiences. 

4. arrange and organise their ideas in a coherent manner either for oral or 

written presentation. 

5. carry a sensible conversation with clarity of expression on passage or topics 

fron the prescribed materials. 

6. ask sensible questions and answer intelligibly questions based on the 

passage. 

7. be able to express himself in writing coherently on any subject of general 

interest well within his experience or a topic from the curriculum 

prescribed. 

8. read short stories and fiction and be able to enjoy them.  

9. be able to interpret materials presented in the form of the table or chart. 

10. Be able to write simple letters, personal or official and simple dialogues. 

11. To acquire knowledge of the elements of English for practical command of 

the language. 

12. to translate common English words, phrases and sentences in their 

equivalent in mother tongue and vice versa. 

As regards of life situations the aim at the school level is to enable the 

students to use English in ordinary everyday situations such as carrying on 
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regular conversation, listening to radio news and talks in English, reading non 

technical prose, enjoying simple poetry, writing letters, applications, reports 

etc. 

 

Check Your Progress 2 

 

Notes : a) Write your answers in the space given below.  

b) Compare your answers with those given at the end of the unit.  

1. What are the aims and objectives of teaching English? What is the 

difference between aims and objectives of teaching English? 

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________ 

 

__________________________________________________________________ 

2.5 Check your progress  

__________________________________________________________________ 

1. What is the effect of multilingualism in teaching English in India ? 

2. Why English is Important in India? 

3. What are the aims of Teaching English at secondary level? 

4. How and why aims and objectives of teaching differs at different school 

level? 
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__________________________________________________________________ 

2.6 Let us sum up  

__________________________________________________________________ 

� The societies in India are multilingual and English can play an important 

role in  communication. The following are the possible reasons for the study 

of English in India. 

• English will continue to be the language of all important trade and 

industry in the country for many years to come. 

• Knowledge of English is imperative to access modern scientific and 

technological knowledge.  

• Knowledge of English is necessary today, if only to discard English at 

later stage. Translation alone can enrich the literature in our language in 

every way. 

• There is a need to interpret India’s thought and culture abroad.  

� Aims of teaching English is to develop skills such as listening,speaking, 

reading and writing. 

� Objectives of teaching English can be summed up as developing the 

following skills and knowledge among pupils. 

• To enable students to speak English correctly and fluently 

• To read English with comprehension and at reasonable speed. 

• To enjoy poems and appreciate it. 

• To develop an aesthetic sense for language among pupil. 

• To translate common English word, phrase and sentences. 

• To develop interest in English Language. 
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__________________________________________________________________ 

2.7 Answer/clues to answers of check your progress  

__________________________________________________________________ 

Check Your Progress 1 

1. English language is window to the world.  

2. Multilingualism is constitutive of Indian Identity 

Check Your Progress 2 

1. The major aim of teaching English is to develop basic language skills 

among students. The major basic skills of teaching English are listening, 

speaking, reading and writing. The major difference between aims and 

objectives of English is that the aims cannot be achieved within particular 

time duration where objectives can be achieved with the desired class or 

time duration. 
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__________________________________________________________________ 
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